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Abstract: Deeveloped as alternative too agency thheory,
stewardship thheory rejects thhe agency theoory assumptionss and
presupposes context
c
in whichh managers perrceive that satisf
sfying
stockholders’ goals is also in their personaal interest. Witth the
extension of thhe corporation duties beyondd the shareholdders –
based upon the assumption thhat the corporaation had citizennship
responsibilitiees within socieety and an arrray of ethicall and
moral obligattions to differeent stakeholderrs, intention off this
paper is to coompare stewarddship theory too stakeholder thheory
specially conccerning relatioons towards em
mployees. Preseented
theoretical asssumptions inddicate that in reality,
r
stewarddship
theory is consistent to sttakeholder theeory and upgrrades
stakeholder thheory.
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1. INTRODU
UCTION
i rapidly channging
Contempoorary business environment is
and forcing management and
a
organizatiions in pursuee for
developing etthically responnsible, innovattive and profiitable
businesses. Thhe goal of thiss paper is to thheoretically inddicate
stewardship paradigm
p
as competitive asset
a
in term
ms of
sustainable competitive advanntage.
Sustainabiility is a strateegic orientationn of investment in
social and natural
n
environnment for achhieving sustainnable
growth and prrofitability of a company; therrefore the goal is to
achieve a win--win situation for
f all stakeholdders by aligninng the
interests of coompany and socciety. Since diffferent theories have
different purpposes and thereefore different validity
v
criteriaa and
different impplications, goaal of the papper is to apppraise
stewardship thheory in compaarison to stakehholder theory which
w
is general annd comprehenssive, but goess well beyondd the
descriptive observation that "organizations
"
h
have
stakeholdeers."

2.
FUND
DAMENTAL
L
ASSUM
MPTIONS
OF
STEWARDSHIP THEO
ORY AND PROPOSITIO
P
ONS
HOLDER TH
HEORY
OF STAKEH
Stewardshhip theory is a theory
t
that rejeects the assumpptions
of agency theoory (Davis et all, 1997). Stewarrdship theory has
h its
roots in the socio-psycholoogical model of
o human behaavior,
which assumees that manageer’s behavior iss pro-organizattional
and collectivisstic, achieving higher utility by serving a group
g
(organization), than by sattisfying personnal goals (Tippurić,
2008).
Stewardshhip theory has emerged in thee field of corpporate
governance as
a an alternatiive to agencyy theory, so it is
understandable that the basic assumptions are deefined
distinctive to the agency thheory assumptiions. In the aggency
relation the em
mphasis is on buuilding institutional and contraactual
mechanisms soo that managers cannot achievve their own goals at
the expense of
o the owner’ss goals, while in the stewarddship
relation, if itt is successfullly achieved, there are no such
problems: the goals are sharred, so the mannager’s activitiees are
also in the organization’ss interest. Connsequently, inn the
stewardship reelation the agenncy problem off hidden inform
mation

w, 1985) becom
mes trivial andd
and hidden agent’ss actions (Arrow
scien
ntifically not interesting. IIn this sense,, the primaryy
diffeerence betweenn agency and sstewardship theeory lies in thee
mechanisms of riisk managemennt: agency theeory promotess
ms while stewaardship theory promotes trustt
conttrol mechanism
deveelopment (Daviis; Schoorman, & Donaldon, 1997).
maanagers as
go
overnance approoach
mo
odel of human
beehavior

stewaards
socioological and psyychological
colleectivistic, proorgaanizational,
trusttworthy
princcipal’s objectivves

maanagers motivatted by
maanager's and
convverge
priincipal's interessts
strructures that
facillitate and empo
ower
ow
wners' attitude
risk ppropensity
priincipal-manageer
trustt
rellationship basedd on
Tab.. 1. Fundamentaal assumptions of stewardship theory

Stakeholder
S
annalysts argue thhat all individu
uals or groupss
with
h legitimate inteerests participaating in an enteerprise do so inn
ordeer to obtain beneefits and that thhere is no prioriity of one set off
interrests and beneefits over anothher (Smith, 20
003). Althoughh
stakeeholder conceppts have been aapplied in otherr settings (e.g.,,
goveernment agenciies and social pprograms), these situations aree
multaneous diiscussion of a
fund
damentally diff
fferent, and sim
varieety of possible stakeholder relaationships leads, to confusion
ratheer than clarification (Donaldsson & Preston, 1995). One off
the central
c
problem
ms in the evoluttion of stakeholder theory hass
been
n confusion abbout its naturee and purpose. For example,,
stakeeholder theory has been used, either explicitlly or implicitly,,
for descriptive
d
purpposes. Brenner and Cochran (1
1991) offered a
"stak
keholder theoryy of the firm" ffor "two purposses: to describee
how
w organizations operate and to help predict organizationall
behaavior." The sttakeholder theoory can be, and
a
has been,,
presented and usedd in a number oof ways that arre quite distinctt
and involve very different
d
methoodologies, typees of evidence,,
and criteria of apprraisal.
The
T descriptivee aspect of staakeholder theorry reflects andd
expllains past, prresent, and ffuture states of affairs off
corp
porations and their stakehollders. Simple description iss
com
mmon and desirrable in the exxploration of new
n
areas andd
usuaally expands to generate explanatory and
a
predictivee
prop
positions. Instruumental uses oof stakeholder theory make a
conn
nection betweeen stakeholder approaches and
a
commonlyy
desirred objectives such as profittability, clearly
y implying thatt
corp
porate managerrs must inducce constructivee contributionss
from
m their stakehollders to accompplish their own desired results,,
e.g., perpetuation of the organizzation, profitab
bility, stability,,
wth (Jones, 19995). In normattive uses, the correspondence
c
e
grow
betw
ween the theoryy and the obserrved facts of corporate life iss
not a significant issue, nor is the association betweenn
stakeeholder manaagement and conventional performancee
meaasures a critical test. Instead, a normative theory attempts too
interrpret the functioon of, and offerr guidance abou
ut, the investor--

owned corporation on the basis of some underlying moral or
philosophical principles. Although both normative and
instrumental analyses may be "prescriptive", they rest on
entirely different bases (Podrug, 2010).

3. COMPARISON OF STEWARDSHIP
STAKEHOLDER THEORY

AND

Distinctiveness among these theories in terms of manager’s
role, motivational model, use of information, rules’ function,
key values etc. is presented in table 2. Organizational goal,
from stakeholder theory's perspective, is to balance profits with
other objectives across all participants, while stewardship
theory defines organizational goal in terms of creating longterm and achieving best interests for all. On managerial level,
personal goal of steward is to achieve potential whereas
manager from stakeholder theory’s viewpoint honors
relationships (Podrug, 2010).
Integrating stakeholder and organizational interest is focus
of stakeholder theory; however stewardship theory’s vision is to
increase organizational wealth to serve all interests (Caldwell et
al., 2006).
manager’s
role
manager’s
primary
function

Stakeholder theory
advocate of
collective interests

Stewardship theory
integrator of shared
interests

mediator

steward

motivational
model

mixed model with
mixed motivators

manager
motivation
manager’s
organizational
commitment
use of
information
basis of
creating trust
rules' function
key value

equity and
stakeholders
high identification
and high in value
commitment

self-actualizing
model
with intrinsic
motivators
virtues and values
and society
high identification
and high in value
commitment

identifies tradeoffs

achieves synergies

fairness

integrity

clarify process
define opportunity
balance
authenticity
zero sum and
economic
variable sum
variable sum
assumptions
opportunities exist
results may occur
people are collective
people are
self-actualizers
concerned
who achieve utility
with equity and
assumptions
through
fairness; utility is
about people
organizational
measured
achievement
distributively
Tab. 2. Distinctive assumptions of stakeholder and stewardship
theory
Stakeholder theory and stewardship theory idiosyncratically
approach to employees, perceive their role and contribution.
According to stakeholder theory employees are
stakeholders, but in reality their position is inferior to other
stakeholders. In process of decision making employees
experience that their interests are not consistently treated when
compared to other stakeholders (McCall, 2002). If employees
are involved in decision making process with repercussions
concerning them as well, then they will almost certainly be
controlled by formal mechanisms as in agency theory (Podrug,
2010).
In stewardship theory employees are valued as ends in
themselves and their values and needs are respected.
Employees are empowered owners and partners in creating

wealth and are supervised in the best possible manner, while
employees in stakeholder theory’s perspective are stakeholders
to whom a balance of benefits is guaranteed – but are often
treated in contradiction to that rule (Lea, 2004).
To end with, distinction lies also in perception of the future.
The corporation is able to benefit all stakeholders and the future
is a function of balancing their needs in stakeholder theory,
meanwhile in stewardship theory the corporation creates value
for society and all stakeholders by maximizing long-term
wealth creation.

4. CONCLUSION
Stewardship theory is still in its embryonic stage with a lot
of open questions, but noticeably theory is compatible to
stakeholder theory. Presented theoretical assumptions indicate
that in reality, stewardship theory is consistent to stakeholder
theory and upgrades stakeholder theory. Respect of interests,
needs and expectations of diverse stakeholders is irreplaceable
segment of business ethos, and therefore stewardship theory
proposes optimal governing model in contemporary business
environment.
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